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Content of this file: Description of D&A method, Table 1, Figures S1 to S8

- Description of the detection-attribution method for isolating the human influence on the
observed SST variability.

- Table 1: summary of the CMIP5 models analyzed in this study.

- Fig. S1 to S3 support the use of near surface relative humidity (RH), diurnal temperature
range (DTR) and to lesser extent evaporative fraction as proxies for summer soil moisture
in the northern midlatitudes.

- Fig. S4 highlights the spread of the CMIP5 projections and a possible hiatus in their
recent  boreal  summer  midlatitude  drying,  at  least  compared  to  the  ERAI-Land  soil
moisture or the ERAI land surface relative humidity. 

- Fig. S5 further supports the use of RH and DTR as robust proxies for total summer soil
moisture in the northern midlatitudes, at least at the interannual timescale. 

- Fig. S6 illustrates that RH and DTR are however more influenced than soil moisture by
downward solar radiation.

- Fig. S7 compares the post-1960 variability of the JJAS soil moisture budget over the
northern midlatitudes between our AGCM simulations and various reconstructions.

- Fig. S8 shows scatterplots of 2071-2100 anomalies (°C) versus 1979-2014 linear trends
(°C per century) of JJAS near surface temperature averaged over the northern mid-latitude
continents among a subset of 20 CMIP5 models and illustrates the possible use of the
observed linear trends for constraining the pdfs of the projected anomalies.



Description of the detection-attribution method for isolating the human influence on
the observed SST variability.

The human influence on the observed AMIP (http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/amip/) SST

variability from 1920 to 2014 has been isolated using CMIP5 simulations with all historical

forcings (HIST), natural forcings only (HISTNAT), as well as RCP8.5 scenarios to extend

the  historical  simulations  after  2012.  Our  estimate  of  the  human-forced  response  is

therefore a multi-model estimate that is rescaled to best fit with the observed change over

the historical period. Our procedure can be decomposed as follows:

1. Estimation of CMIP5 multi-model mean responses: We compute the multi-model mean

response to all historical forcings (HIST) or natural forcings only (NAT). From there we get

the multi-model averages XHIST and XNAT and an estimate of the anthropogenic influence,

XANT, can be deduced by substracting the second from the first. 

2. Rescaling of multi-model responses to fit observations: We fit a linear regression model

yt=βANT Xt
ANT

+ βNAT Xt
NAT

+βENSO Xt
ENSO

+εt

where yt denotes the observed SST, X
ANT
, X

NAT
are the multi-model mean responses

as  calculated  before, X
ENSO is  the  timeseries  of  observed  ENSO-related  variability,

βANT , βNAT and  βENSO are three unknown scaling factors, and εt denotes a residual

internal  variability.  The  introduction  of βANT and βNAT allows  us  to  rescale  the  multi-

model responses to best fit observations. Our best-estimates of βANT is 0.82, meaning

that  the  multi-model  SST  warming  has  been  slightly  revised  downward  to  best  fit

observations. 

3.  Prescribed oceanic boundary conditions in the CNRM AGCM experiments: While the

monthly mean SST prescribed in the control (ALL) experiment are the original AMIP SST,

the ANT and EXT experiments were driven by our estimates of the human and externally-

forced changes, βANT X
ANT

and βANT X
ANT

+βNAT X
NAT

respectively, superimposed onto the

1920-1960 climatology. The residual SST anomalies (ALL minus EXT) were considered as

internal  variability  and  superimposed  onto  the  1920-1960  climatology  to  prescribe  the

monthly mean SST in the INT experiment.

http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/projects/amip/


Table 1 List of models analyzed in this study

 

Modeling groups Model name Atmospheric
resolution

Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis (CCCMA) CanESM2 T63 - L35

Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques, France (CNRM) CNRM-CM5 T127 - L31

Australian  Commonwealth  Scientific  and  Industrial  Research
Organization  and  Queensland  Climate  Change  Centre  of
Excellence (CSIRO)

CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 T63 - L18

Australian  Commonwealth  Scientific  and  Industrial  Research
Organisation and Bureau of Meteorology (ACCESS)

ACCESS1-0 N96 - L38

Norwegian Climate Centre (NCC) NorESM1-M 1.8°x2.5° - L26

NOAA Geophysics Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA (GFDL) GFDL-ESM2M M45 - L24

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France (IPSLa) IPSL-CM5A-LR 1.9°x3.75° - L39

Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France (IPSLb) IPSL-CM5B-LR 1.9°x3.75° - L39

Meteorological Research Institute, Japan (MRI) MRI-CGCM3 TL159 - L48

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute,  National Institute for
Environmental  Studies,  and  Japan  Agency  for  Marine-Earth
Science and Technology (MIROC5)

MIROC5 T85 - L40

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute,  National Institute for
Environmental  Studies,  and  Japan  Agency  for  Marine-Earth
Science and Technology (MIROC-ESM)

MIROC-ESM T42 - L80

Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany (MPI) MPI-ESM-LR* 1.9°x1.9° - L47

National Centre for Atmospheric Research, USA (NCAR) CCSM4 0.9°x1.25° - L26

Istituto  Nazionale  di  Geofisica  e  Vulcanologia,  Centro  Euro-
Mediterraneo per i Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy (INGV)

CMCC-CM* T159 - L31

Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russia (INM) inmcm4 1.5°x2° - L21

NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, USA (GISS) GISS-E2-R 2°x2.5°

Met Office Hadley Centre, UK (MOHC) HadGEM2-ES 1.25°x1.875° - L38

College  of  Global  Change  and  Earth  System  Science,  Beijing
Normal University,China (BNU)

BNU-ESM T63

Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration (BCC) BCC-CSM1-1 T42 - L26

Institute  of  Atmospheric  Physics,  Chinese Academy of  Sciences
(IAP)

FGOALS-s2* 2.5°x4° -  L26

* Models without monthly mean near-surface relative humidity outputs (=> use of relative humidity at 850hPa
as a proxy for near-surface relative humidity)



Fig. S1: Maps of time correlations between JJAS anomalies of total soil moisture and near surface

relative humidity.  Top panel:  ERAI-Land soil  moisture vs ERAI near  surface humidity (1979-

2010). Bottom panel:  member 2 of the ALL ensemble of extended AMIP simulations with the

CNRM AGCM (1920-2014, no soil moisture drift removal given the weak contribution to total

variability  at  the grid cell  scale).  The grey rectangle denotes  the northern mid-latitude domain

which is the focus of the study. 



Fig. S2: Maps of time correlations between JJAS anomalies of total soil moisture and near surface

diurnal temperature range (Tmax minus Tmin). Top panel: ERAI-Land soil moisture vs CRU-TS

diurnal temperature range (1979-2010). Bottom panel: member 2 of the ALL ensemble of extended

AMIP simulations with the CNRM AGCM (1920-2014, no soil moisture drift removal given the

weak contribution  to  total  variability  at  the  grid  cell  scale).  The  grey  rectangle  delineates  the

northern mid-latitude continents. 



Fig. S3: Maps of time correlations between JJAS anomalies of total soil moisture and of surface

evaporative fraction. Top panel: ERAI-Land soil moisture vs MTE evaporative fraction estimated

from upscaled in situ measurements (1982-2010). Bottom panel: member 2 of the ALL ensemble of

extended AMIP simulations with the CNRM AGCM (1920-2014, no soil moisture drift removal

given the weak contribution to total variability at the grid cell scale). The grey rectangle denotes the

northern mid-latitude continents.



Fig. S4: a) Simulated vs ERAI timeseries of global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies

(°C) from 1960 to 2100. Other panels show simulated vs observed timeries of JJAS mean anomalies

averaged over the northern mid-latitude continents [35-55°N] for b) surface air temperature (°C) vs

CRU, c) diurnal temperature range (°C) vs CRU, d) surface air relative humidity (%) vs ERAI, e)

evaporative fraction vs MTE, f) standardized soil moisture anomalies vs ERAI-Land. In all panels,

observations are in black, the subset of 20 CMIP5 models is in brown, the CNRM-CM5 model is in

red, and the 9-member ALL ensemble is in green. For each ensemble, the thick line denotes the

ensemble  mean  while  the  shaded  area  denotes  the  95%  confidence  interval  for  one  model

realization.  R is  the temporal correlation of the simulated (ensemble mean)  anomalies with the

observed anomalies.  



Fig. S5: 21-year sliding correlations between JJAS anomalies of total soil moisture and a) near

surface relative humidity, b) near surface diurnal temperature range (Tmax-Tmin). Symbols are for

“observations” over  recent  decades,  thick lines  show the ensemble mean correlations  estimated

from  the  subset  of  20  CMIP5  models  (historical+RCP8.5)  or  from  the  9  extended-AMIP

simulations with the CNRM AGCM (ALL) and shading show the 95% confidence interval of the

ensemble  mean correlations.  Also shown are  the  sliding correlations  for  a  single realization  of

CNRM-CM5 within the CMIP5 ensemble.



Fig.  S6: 21-year  sliding  correlations  between  JJAS anomalies  of  surface  downward shortwave

(SDSW) radiation  and a)  total  soil  moisture,  b)  near  surface  relative humidity,  c)  near  surface

diurnal temperature range. Symbols are for “observations” over recent decades, thick lines show the

ensemble mean correlations estimated from the subset of 20 CMIP5 models (historical+RCP8.5) or

from the 9 extended-AMIP simulations with the CNRM AGCM (ALL) and shading show the 95%

confidence interval of the ensemble mean correlations. Also shown are the sliding correlations for a

single realization of CNRM-CM5 within the CMIP5 ensemble. 



Fig.  S7: Simulated  vs  “reconstructed”  timeseries  of  JJAS  mean  anomalies  averaged  over  the

northern mid-latitude continents [35-55°N] for a) total soil moisture (kg/m²) vs ERAI-Land, b) total

precipitation (mm/day) vs GPCP, c) total surface evapotranspiration (mm/day) vs MTE, d) total

vertically-integrated  atmospheric  moisture  convergence  (mm/day)  vs  ERAI.  For  each ensemble

(ALL in green, ANT in orange), the thick line denotes the ensemble mean while the shaded area

denotes the 95% confidence interval for the ensemble mean. Vertical dashed lines denote JJAS

seasons with major anomalies of global mean volcanic aerosol optical depth (in black) or Niño3-4

SST (warm events in red, cold events in blue). R is the temporal correlation of the ensemble mean

anomalies with the observed anomalies. Note that total soil moisture anomalies are here expressed

in kg/m², which explains the difference with Fig. 2.



Fig.  S8: a)  Scatterplot  of  2071-2100  anomalies  (°C)  versus  1979-2014  linear  trends  (°C  per

century)  of  JJAS  near  surface  temperature  averaged  over  the  northern  mid-latitude  continents

among  a  subset  of  20  CMIP5 models  and related  linear  regression  (red  line,  95% confidence

interval in shading). b) Prior (no observational constraints) and constrained (see text for details)

pdfs of the CMIP5 anomalies (°C). c,d) Same as a,b) but for diurnal temperature range (DTR in °C).

In panels a) and c), vertical lines and the associated 95% confidence intervals in shading denote: the

observed linear trend (black), the ensemble mean trend simulated in ALL and ANT (green and red),

the observed linear trend attributed to anthropogenic forcings (maroon). All anomalies are derived

from a unique realization of the RCP8.5 scenario and estimated against the 1971-2000 climatology

from the corresponding historical simulation.  
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